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Bellaire vs Cypress Ridge 69-48  
 
The Bellaire vs Cy-Ridge atmosphere was crazy, full house from wall to wall. Both crowds were 
into the game from start to finish. I knew this game was going to be a big match for the first 
round and would have a great playoff environment. 
 
Bellaire was hitting from all cylinders all game, their offense was on fire. They hit 12 shots from 
behind the arc, which was more than half their points scored. Not only were they having a good 
night on the offensive end, they were locked in defensively as well. Bellaire ball pressure was the 
reason why they won the game, Coach Glover had his team locked in on both ends of the ball.  
 
It just wasn’t Cy-Ridge’s game tonight, they turned the ball over all night, couldn’t hit shots, and 
couldn’t get an enough consecutive stops to get them into the game.  
With that being said, Cy-Ridge has a bright future. Coach Gabriel has three really good 
sophomores returning next year who started and played big time minutes for him all season, one 
of them is a 6’9 big who didn’t get the chance to play in the game due to injury.  
 
Overall, it was an exciting BI-District game and want to wish Bellaire and Coach Glover good 
luck on their second round matchup.  
 
Key Players 
 
BELLAIRE:  
 
Noah Neumann ‘25 SG  
I believe everyone knows who “Noah Neumann” is, if you don’t you better get to know him. 
Noah was on fire from behind the arc, he hit 5 3balls in the game and finished with 19pts which 
led all scorers for both teams. Noah is definitely one of the best shooters in the class of ‘25. 
 
 
 
 



Jacolb Cole ‘23 SF 
Mr. Cole needs no introduction as he is ranked as one of the top 100 players in the country, 
Jacolb had a solid game overall. He made an impact all 4 quarters, not just with his scoring but 
defensively and controlling the pace of the game. He finished the game with 15 points.  
 
Anthony “AJ” Andrews ‘25 Forward 
AJ is one the best stretch forwards in the class of ‘25, he really has a good inside-out skill set. He 
couldn’t miss from behind the arc as well, landing 4 3balls for the night. Ending the game with 
12 points.  
 
 
CY-RIDGE: 
 
Jamil Muttilib ‘22 SG/SF 
Jamil known as the leader for the Rams, had a tough night shooting against Bellaire but still tried 
his best to keep his team in the game. He ended the game with 14pts.  
 
Jake Holland ‘24 SG  
Jake aka “Mr. State Farm” is definitely a player you need to get to know, he hit some big time 
shots from behind the arc that helped Cy-Ridge get the game under 10 in the third quarter. He 
finished with 11pts for the game. 
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